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Background
In this white paper we describe, step-by-step, an additional kind of vendor due-diligence for third
party data breach, which significantly enhances the current practice of reviewing cybersecurity
controls.

This new supplementary approach focuses on company size and staffing levels of people with
specific certifications which have been found – empirically, to predict data breach with high
accuracy.

Before we explain how to perform the due-diligence, we first explain the advantages of
combining approaches.

Why attention to a vendor’s staffing levels can reduce periodic
review of Tier-1 vendors
In the current approach to Third Party Risk Management (TPRM), Tier-1 vendors are
periodically reviewed using the traditional approach for vendor due-diligence. This frequency of
review can be reduced by combining due-diligence approaches. You can understand why by
comparing the combined approaches to the best practice for defect resolution: Corrective and
Preventive Action (CAPA).

The focus of CAPA is not simply to correct a defect, but to also address the root cause. In
CAPA, for example tightening a loose screw is the corrective action; addressing why the screw
is loose is the preventative action. It is the preventative action that reduces future defects.

The traditional approach to vendor due-diligence for data breach risk, is based upon an
examination of the vendor’s cybersecurity controls. Gaps in controls that are considered
important and are then addressed in the vendor contract through a process referred to as
remediation. We discussed this approach in a previous white paper1.

If gaps in cybersecurity controls are the defects, and the remediation process is the corrective
action, what would be the root cause and what can the TPRM team use as the preventative
action?

It turns out, inadequate staffing levels is the root cause.

We know that inadequate staffing levels serves as a root cause for any control-gap that is
effective at preventing data breach, because regression modeling finds that the probability for a
data breach can be accurately calculated based upon 1) company size, and 2) the number of
certified audit/compliance and cybersecurity personnel that support a company. If addressing a
control-gap is indeed effective in preventing data breach, then statistics tells us that the gap
would have been corrected if the vendor had sufficient staffing levels.

The due-diligence we describe below therefore serves as a science based root cause analysis
and the remediation based upon this analysis as the preventative action for any control-gaps

1 How to Improve Third-Party Risk Management using Statistical Models, D. Hann & T. Lee
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that are actually effective at reducing data breach. Implementing the preventative action
should therefore reduce expected gaps in cybersecurity controls in the future and so reduce the
need for Tier-1 vendor reviews.

The reason for framing these two forms of vendor due-diligence within the CAPA process is
simply to help you understand the synergies between the two approaches. They need not be
executed in the CAPA sequence, indeed the staffing-level analysis might be performed first so
that the results can guide the depth of review for the traditional control-based approach.
Staffing-level review might also reveal that the risk in using a vendor is too high and
impact-reduction is the only option, thus eliminating the need for control-review.

Be compliant by quantifying cumulative third party risk
As we explained in a previous white paper2, the probability for a third party data breach is a
cumulative-probability – it is from the number of vendors that can expose your data.

Cumulative-probability can be calculated by simply summing the probabilities of the individual
vendors. Due-diligence based upon qualified staffing levels has the additional advantage that it
can be used to accurately calculate probability for data breach for each vendor and therefore
accurately calculate cumulative-probability.

You can understand that cumulative-probability is the greatest risk, since it is simply the sum
of the probabilities for each vendor that can expose your data, and therefore it must be larger
than the probability for the worst vendor.

The current approach for vendor due-diligence and TPRM does not consider the number of
vendors and therefore does not directly address the largest risk for third party data breach.

2 How to Improve Third-Party Risk Management using Statistical Models, D. Hann & T. Lee
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Since most regulations require addressing at least the largest risks, failing to directly manage
the risk from the number of vendors means a company is non-compliant with most regulations
for TPRM.

Why quantification can enable more outsourcing
Data breach risk is shifting due to increased outsourcing and third party data breach risk is
rapidly becoming the major data breach risk for many companies.

Outsourcing can be good since third parties bring tremendous value: new technologies, new
efficiencies, allowing a company to run lean and stay focused. But the current approach may
limit the amount of outsourcing since management might be overly cautious with a risk they
cannot measure.

The due-diligence described below includes methods for quantifying and strategies for
managing the frequency of third party data breach as new vendors are added. These methods
and strategies can give management the confidence they need to use more outsourcing and
bring more efficiency to your company.

A better measure of TPRM effectiveness
Many TPRM teams are appraised based on the completion of a predefined assurance plan, for
example reviews of all Tier-1 vendors. This infers – but does not quantify, a reduction of vendor
risk.

Following the methodology in this white paper, the TPRM team's performance can be evaluated
from a more quantifiable perspective: Reduction in cumulative-probability for a data breach.
We will explain how to perform these calculations, and also give examples below.

The On-Demand Single Vendor Report
The staffing level due-diligence described in this white paper is designed around an
On-Demand Single Vendor Report (On-Demand Report) produced by VivoSecurity. An
example of this report can be found in the Appendix.

It is assumed that all of your vendors that could expose PII data have already been analyzed by
VivoSecurity using the empirical regression model. VivoSecurity will therefore already know the
cumulative-probability of your current vendors3.

Report generation is often a two step process. In the first step, submit the name of the vendor to
be analyzed. VivoSecurity will obtain headcount information without the assistance of the vendor
and generate a report that will show:

● The current predictive headcount information for the vendor,

● Probability for PII data breach broken down by data breach size,

3 Contact VivoSecurity for a cumulative risk assessment.
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● Change in headcounts and probabilities if VivoSecurity has assessed the vendor before,

● Peer comparisons with companies in the same industry and same company size,

● The increase in cumulative-probability by data breach size that would occur if the
vendor were on-boarded.

● The reduction in cumulative-risk by the TPRM team resulting from exposure-reduction.

In the second step, submit to VivoSecurity any changes you have learned or remediation you
are requiring based upon your due-diligence. VivoSecurity will then regenerate the report with
the new information and also show the value of your remediation activities. Examples are shown
below.

Roles to carry out staffing level due-diligence
In our previous white paper4, we recommend a management committee to decide
cumulative-risk5 goals that are right for the company. To reach these goals, new strategies will
be followed that will require more than the technical role. These strategies include: requiring an
increase in on-going cybersecurity consulting hours, requiring an increase in staffing levels,
requiring an increase in training and certifications, dropping vendors, switching vendors,
exposure-reduction and consolidating services. We see three roles in performing vendor
due-diligence and remediation to achieve cumulative-risk goals:

1. TPRM cybersecurity expert (operational): judging the qualifications of the vendor’s
certified and  non-certified cybersecurity personnel and consultants; recommending
changes to headcount or consulting hours,

2. TPRM team manager (tactical): prioritizing on-going and initial vendor due-diligence;
deciding the most effective way to reach cumulative-risk goals; advising the committee
on achievable goals, approaching the committee when goals cannot be met,

3. TPRM Committee (strategic): setting cumulative-risk goals ahead of time, approving
adjustments to cumulative-risk goals when it will benefit the organization.

For process efficiency, it is important that cumulative-risk goals be determined beforehand.
This allows the TPRM team manager to decide how to meet these goals and it allows the
due-diligence for each vendor to proceed quickly, when cumulative-risk goals are not put at
risk. The TPRM team should therefore rarely approach the committee for the approval of a
vendor.

The process of deciding cumulative-risk goals is a process of weighing the cost of meeting low
cumulative-risk goals against the impact of 3rd party data breaches and is described in our
previous white paper.

5 Since probability is a strong function of data breach size, we often refer to cumulative-risk as the
consideration of cumulative-probability as a function of data breach.

4 How to Improve Third-Party Risk Management using Statistical Models, D. Hann & T. Lee
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How due-diligence is organized in this white paper
This white paper only addresses staffing level due-diligence, but it is assumed this approach will
be used in combination with traditional cybersecurity control based due-diligence.

Empirical regression modeling finds that company size is a major predictor of data breach. This
is also in line with general thinking among cybersecurity experts, since the attack-surface
increases with company size. But also the probability for a malicious insider, probability for an
accidental exposure, and the number of lost or stolen laptops, thumb drives, and backup drives,
all increase with the number of employees.

We also find that the proportion of vendors that have outsourced cybersecurity varies by
company size and this is important for the kind of due-diligence and remediation activities that
we recommend.

We have therefore organized staffing level due-diligence by company size.

Due-Diligence
For due diligence described below, it is assumed that cumulative-probability has already been
measured for your company and that management has set cumulative-probability goals.
Cumulative-probability was measured by gathering headcounts and calculating probabilities
for all of your current vendors that met the PII-Threshold (see below) and could expose your
data6.

Vendors with 1 to 650 Employees
For small vendors, outsourcing cybersecurity is common. When we gather headcount data on a
vendor, we cannot determine if cybersecurity
is outsourced, only that the company does
not appear to have any internal certified
cybersecurity employees. The following table
is a breakdown of the percentage of
companies by size range that would seem to
have no internal cybersecurity7.

Due-diligence activities for these small
vendors amounts to determining 1) if they
have outsourced, 2) whether this outsourced
cybersecurity is ongoing, 3) the qualifications of the people performing internal or outsourced
cybersecurity and 4) the number of hours per year of cybersecurity support the vendor is
receiving.

7 Source of data is VivoSecurity
6 Contact VivoSecurity for a cumulative risk assessment.
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Steps Activities

1 Determine that the vendor will have the potential to expose an amount of PII that is over
some predetermined threshold (PII-Threshold). This threshold should be determined in
consultation with management. An example threshold might be PII records for 5008

people or more.

Consider if exposure-reduction9 can be achieved at low-cost and weigh this cost
against the cost of due-diligence which includes: 1) the initial due-diligence, 2) periodic
reassessments, 3) contract negotiations and enforcement, and 4) ensuring that data is
purged when the vendor contract is terminated.

2 If the number of PII records is over the PII-Threshold and exposure-reduction is not an
initial option, submit the vendor name and URL to obtain an On-demand Report from
VivoSecurity (see details above and example in the Appendix).

Evaluating Internal Security

3 If the On-demand Report report reveals any CISSP certified employees, consider that
the vendor has strong, ongoing, cybersecurity10 and a low probability for data breach.
Proceed to evaluate Cumulative-Risk (step-6 below).

4 If the vendor appears to have no cybersecurity (zero employees with CISSP
certification), contact the vendor and determine if they do have internal cybersecurity and
what the qualifications are of the people supporting cybersecurity.

We recommend creating a list of criteria that the TPRM team deems acceptable (see
examples in the Appendix). For example, a list of other acceptable certifications or years
of experience in cybersecurity (we only use CISSP because it is most common – many
other certifications are just as valuable or even better). We recommend assessing the
person's qualifications through a short phone interview, asking predetermined questions.

If the vendor does have internal cybersecurity from a person with strong qualifications as
determined by the TPRM team, consider that the vendor has strong, ongoing,
cybersecurity and a low probability for data breach. Proceed to evaluate Cumulative-Risk
(step-6 below).

Evaluating Outsourced Security

5 If the vendor has outsourced cybersecurity, then the TPRM team should determine how
many hours per year of ongoing support is received, and the qualifications of the people
performing the support. The TPRM team should determine in advance the number of
hours they deem adequate as a function of company size. For example, the TPRM team
might determine that 20 hours per month for a company with 100 employees is

10 Some TPRM teams may prefer to verify the employees anyway and even interview the certified
employees to confirm their qualifications and experience.

9 Exposure reduction reduces the impact, if a data breach were to happen. Examples of exposure reduction might
be anonymizing data, encrypting a database or reducing the amount of data that could be exposed.

8 For many states, companies must report a data breach if more than 500 people are affected.
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adequate. We provide an example table in the appendix that is based upon the average
number of CISSP for companies in the size range of 2,000 employees.

If the people providing the support don't have a CISSP certification, then the TPRM team
should use the same approach as in step 4 above to assess qualifications.

Evaluating Cumulative-Risk

6 Management should decide ahead of time, the cumulative-probability for data breach
that is acceptable. These cumulative-probability goals should be decided by data breach
size and documented. We describe this process in our previous white paper11.

The effect of this potential vendor on maintaining these cumulative-probability goals
should be evaluated using small data breach sizes, for example 1,000 and 10,000
people affected, and the On-demand Report will include new cumulative-probability
forecasts which include this potential vendor.

A revised On-demand Report should be requested if there is new information from
due-diligence or if there are remediation requirements. The revised On-demand Report
will then reflect the revised effect on cumulative-probability (see column-6 in the table
from the Vendor-S example below).

For example, if due-diligence reveals that the company does have on-going internal
cybersecurity and the person has experience equivalent to a CISSP certification, then a
revised On-demand Report should be requested showing one CISSP headcount.

If remediation requires changes to the cybersecurity headcount, the revised On-demand
Report will also show the change in probability and cumulative-probability as a result of
remediation, which can be used for KPIs as explained below.

If the cumulative-probability goals cannot be met, either:

● Some kind of exposure-reduction12 should be required for this vendor, which
reduces the amount of data that could be exposed to below the PII-Threshold in
step-1,

● Another vendor should be dropped or exposure-reduction performed on another
vendor13,

● Management should be notified and sign-off on new cumulative-probability goals.

Remediation14: if the qualifications of internal or external cybersecurity support do not meet the
TPRM team's documented standards, this should be addressed in the contract. The contract

14 Remediation is the process of addressing problems that were discovered during due-diligence. Addressing
problems will mitigate risk from a third-party data breach. These steps could be things that the vendor must do, such
as increasing cybersecurity consulting hours or steps that your company must take such as anonymizing data shared
with a vendor.

13 Since cumulative-probability is from the number of vendors (sum of probabilities across vendors), addressing
another vendor can achieve the same goal of reducing cumulative-probability.

12 Exposure reduction reduces the impact, if a data breach were to happen. Examples of exposure reduction might
be anonymizing data, encrypting a database or reducing the amount of data that could be exposed.

11 How to Improve Third-Party Risk Management using Statistical Models, D. Hann & T. Lee
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might require that the internal cybersecurity employee obtain a certification that the TPRM team
determines is adequate, or that the hours of the cybersecurity consultant be increased, or that a
different cybersecurity consultant be used that is more qualified.

The contract: we recommend that the contract requires maintaining a certain level of on-going
internal cybersecurity support, or an equivalent level of ongoing external cybersecurity support.
The contract should allow periodic post-contract due-diligence to verify that this same level of
internal or external cybersecurity support is present. If external cybersecurity is used, the
contract should allow you to directly contact the cybersecurity consultant and ask questions
about the vendor's security. The contract should also anticipate that the number of employees
might increase and that cybersecurity support should also increase. Written verification of data
purge should be required upon contract termination.

TPRM Effectiveness (KPIs): calculate effectiveness as the percent change in
cumulative-probability for small data breaches which results from remediation activities. The
change in cumulative-probability can be obtained from the updated version of the On-demand
Report from VivoSecurity that includes the changes to certification headcounts or consulting
hours required in the contract (see column-7 in the table from the Vendor-S example below).
The percent change to cumulative-probabilities should then be summed across all new vendors
with executed contracts.

For example, in one quarter, if vendor-contracts were signed for two new vendors and
due-diligence and remediation reduced probability by 20% for each vendor for a data breach
affecting 1,000 people, then remediation efforts should be reported as reducing
cumulative-probability by a total of 40% for a data breach affecting 1,000 people.

Example, Reducing a small vendor’s impact on cumulative-risk

Step-1, PII-Threshold met, Step-2 Report Requested.
A company that has already been assessed for cumulative-risk, is considering a new vendor,
Vendor-S for the processing of data. The TPRM team reached out to the department that is
sponsoring Vendor-S and discovered that the vendor would have access to PII data for
10-million people. The TPRM team also learned that exposure-reduction would be a costly
process to implement. Management’s PII-Threshold is 500-people over 2-years, so the TPRM
cybersecurity expert requested an On-demand Report from VivoSecurity. VivoSecurity
required only the vendor’s name.

Step-3, No CISSP
The report showed that Vendor-S had about 150 employees, with no CISSP or CISA certified
employees, so potentially no internal cybersecurity. This data was collected without the help or
knowledge of Vendor-S.

The TPRM cybersecurity expert observed that the Vendor-S website showed they had Soc 2
type-1 and NIST CSF assessments, so it came as a surprise that they would have no internal
cybersecurity. It is likely that Vendor-S had contracted out cybersecurity which is acceptable,
since probability for data breach increases with company size and Vendor-S is small. Also only
20% of companies this size have internal cybersecurity.
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Step-4, TPRM team due-diligence
The TPRM cybersecurity expert phoned
Vendor-S and learned that Vendor-S had
engaged a cybersecurity consultant for a
limited time to obtain the Soc 2 type-1 and
NIST CSF assessments. The
assessments were reassuring but not
sufficient considering the number of
employees that Vendor-S has and the
amount of PII data that could be exposed.

Step-5, Evaluating Outsourced
Security
In a phone call with the consultant who
was engaged to help Vendor-S obtain
their assessments, the TPRM
cybersecurity expert determined that the
consultant was well qualified and had a
CISSP certification, along with many other
certifications. The NIST CSF and Soc 2
type-1 assessments for Vendor-S were
also good evidence of the consultants
abilities.

The TPRM cybersecurity expert required a minimum of 10-hours per week of on-going
support from a consultant with a CISSP certification. The TPRM cybersecurity expert
generated this requirement quickly and objectively, based upon a table created ahead of time,
very similar to Table-1 in the Appendix.

At this point, due-diligence was finished and remediation would be handled by the legal team
through the vendor-contract. The due-diligence for Vendor-S was straightforward, objective,
quick to complete and did not require a tedious review of controls. Remediation was reasonable
from the perspective of Vendor-S, did not attempt to micromanage Vendor-S’ cybersecurity,
could be quantified, was science based and not a matter of opinion, and the TPRM
cybersecurity expert was satisfied that current or future risks would be well managed by a
qualified cybersecurity expert. Contract requirements were also straightforward and easy to
understand, could be quickly fulfilled and the vendor was on-boarded with minimal delay.

Remediation: Continuous engagement of a cybersecurity consultant with a CISSP certification,
minimum of 10-hours per week.

Contract: Required a copy of the signed contract with a cybersecurity-consultant which
guaranteed 10-hours per week of the consultant's time. Vendor-S must provide notification if
there is a change to the cybersecurity-consultant’s contract. Vendor-S granted the right to
contact the cybersecurity-consultant regarding hours and the state of cybersecurity for Vendor-S
anytime over the period of the vendor-contract.
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TPRM Effectiveness (KPIs): Generating the On-demand Report for Vendor-S was a two step
process. In the second step, the TPRM team notified VivoSecurity that Vendor-S would have a
quarter of a CISSP headcount going forward as part of remediation (10-hours per week is
equivalent to a quarter of a CISSP headcount). The revised On-demand Report therefore
included the table below, which shows: cumulative-probabilities for the company, before and
after Vendor-S, with and without remediation. The table also presents the reduction in
cumulative-probabilities that result from remediation. This reduction can be used as a more
meaningful Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for the TPRM team.

Following is a description of the table and how it can be used to measure the value of
remediation.

Column-1 shows that Vendor-S is evaluated at two data breach sizes: 1,000 and 10,000 people
affected. These sizes were chosen because they are larger than the number of employees for
Vendor-S and more likely to be the vendor’s customer’s data. Smaller data breaches were not
considered since the most likely small data breach for Vendor-S is simply an exposure of their
internal HR records. The table does not include larger data breach sizes because
cumulative-probability tends to be dominated by much larger companies and the percent
reduction for Vendor-S would not be significant. This trend can already be seen in the table,
since Vendor-S’ proportion of cumulative-probability drops from 33% to 17% (column-5) as data
breach size increases from 1-thousand to 10-thousand people affected.

Column-2 shows that the company's current cumulative-probability without Vendor-S is very
good at 0.5% and 0.6% for 1000 and 10,000 people affected, respectively. This was calculated
by simply summing the probabilities across vendors that could expose the companies PII data.
VivoSecurity had this information from a previous assessment of all vendors that could expose
an amount of PII data over the PII-Threshold.
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Column-3 shows that the probability for Vendor-S, without any remediation, is 0.25% and
0.13%. At first this might seem very good, but these probabilities must be added to the
companies current cumulative-probability in column-2. Column-5 shows that this new
cumulative-probability would be 0.75% and 0.73% – which is a substantial increase in
cumulative-probability.

For remediation, the TPRM team recommended 10-hours per week of CISSP consulting time.
This might seem like a lot, but it only represents a quarter of a cybersecurity employee and
Vendor-S does have the potential to expose records for 10-Million people. Column-4 shows the
value of this quarter-headcount: the probability for Vendor-S becomes 0.07% and 0.03%.
Column-6 shows that when this new probability is added, cumulative-probability increases to a
more acceptable 0.57% and 0.63%. Column-7 shows that the TPRM team's efforts have
therefore resulted in a 32% and 16% reduction in cumulative-probability over what it would have
been without their efforts (32% = (0.75% - 0.57%) / 0.57%).

These percentages for Vendor-S can be summed across all vendors on-boarded within a
quarter and reported as a more meaningful measure of the TPRM value per quarter.

Cumulative-Risk: The company chose aggressive cumulative-risk goals. Adding Vendor-S,
with requested remediation, did not impact these goals.

Vendors with 650 to 5,000 Employees
For midsized companies, outsourcing cybersecurity is rare and a good reason to choose a
different vendor or justify exposure-reduction.

The following table is a breakdown of the
percentage of companies by size range that
would seem to have no internal
cybersecurity15.

Companies in this size range are also more
likely to have audit/compliance employees,
and empirical modeling finds these
employees to be just as important as cybersecurity employees at reducing portability for data
breach. So an absence of audit/compliance employees is another reason to choose a different
vendor or justify exposure-reduction.

Due-diligence activities for these medium sized companies amounts to 1) determining if they
have outsourced security, 2) perform peer comparisons to evaluate security, and 3) determine if
cumulative-risk goals can be met.

Steps Activities

1 Determine that the vendor will have the potential to expose an amount of PII that is over
some predetermined threshold (PII-Threshold, see above).

15 Source of data is VivoSecurity.
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Consider if exposure-reduction can be achieved at low-cost and weigh this cost against
the cost of due-diligence which includes: 1) the initial due-diligence, 2) periodic
reassessments, 3) contract negotiations and enforcement, and 4) ensuring that data is
purged when the vendor contract is terminated.

2 If the number of PII records is over the PII-Threshold and exposure-reduction is not an
initial option, submit the vendor name and URL to obtain an On-demand Report (see
details above and example in the Appendix) from VivoSecurity.

Evaluating Security

3 If the vendor has no CISSP, contact the vendor and determine if they do have internal
cybersecurity and what the qualifications are of the people supporting cybersecurity.

We recommend creating a list of criteria that the TPRM team deems acceptable. For
example, a list of other acceptable certifications or years of experience in cybersecurity
(we only use CISSP because it is most common. Many other certifications are just as
valuable or even better). We recommend assessing the person's qualifications through a
short phone interview with predetermined questions.

If the vendor has outsourced cybersecurity, or has a cybersecurity team with insufficient
experience or training, consider that the vendor presents too much risk. Consider that
exposure-reduction is the only option unless the vendor is willing to internalize
cybersecurity with a sufficient number of cybersecurity and audit/compliance employees.

4 If the vendor has an internal cybersecurity team, perform peer comparisons to evaluate
the vendor's security. When comparing with peers, consider data breach sizes larger
than the number of employees for the vendor. For example, if the vendor has 1,000
employees, use a data breach size of 10,000 people affected to compare the company
with peers.

If the vendor has a weak cybersecurity compared with peers as judged by probability for
PII data breach and will not consider increasing cybersecurity audit/compliance
headcount, the vendor presents too much risk. Consider that exposure-reduction is the
only option.

Evaluating Culture

5 Empirical regression modeling finds that audit/compliance certified employees are just as
effective at reducing probability for data breach as cybersecurity employees. This makes
sense, since many data breaches are caused by employees not following policies and
procedures, or by a lack of policies and procedures. We interpret the presence of
audit/compliance certified employees as a measure of management's desire to have and
follow good policies and procedures.

Most companies with 2,000 employees or more have certified audit/compliance
specialists. If the vendor has no certified audit/compliance specialists, consider that the
vendor presents too much risk. Consider that exposure reduction is the only option
unless the vendor is willing to address its weak audit/compliance posture by increasing

13



the number of trained and experienced people at a level deemed acceptable by the
TPRM team.

Evaluating Cumulative-Risk

6 Management should decide the cumulative-probability of data breach that is acceptable.
These cumulative-probability goals should be decided by data breach size and
documented. We describe this process in our previous white paper16. Meeting these
cumulative-probability goals will be an important consideration for companies in this size
range.

The effect of this potential vendor on maintaining these cumulative-probability goals
should be evaluated using data breach sizes larger than the number of employees for
the vendor. For example, 10K, 100K and 1M people affected should be considered for a
vendor with 2,000 employees. The On-demand Report will include the new
cumulative-probability forecasts which include this potential vendor (see column-5 in the
table for Vendor-M example below).

A revised On-demand Report should be requested if there is new information from
due-diligence found in step 3 and 5 above, or if there will be headcount changes agreed
upon in the contract that are a result of remediation. The revised On-demand Report
will then reflect the revised effect on cumulative-probability if there are corrections to the
existing headcounts (see column-5 in the table for Vendor-M example below) and if there
changes due to remediation (see column-6 in the table for Vendor-M example below).

For example, if due-diligence reveals that the company does have on-going internal
cybersecurity and the person has experience equivalent to a CISSP certification, then a
revised On-demand Report should be requested with one CISSP headcount.

If the cumulative-probability goals cannot be met, either:

● Some kind of exposure-reduction should be required for this vendor, which reduces
the amount of data that could be exposed to below the PII-Threshold in step-1,

● Another vendor should be dropped or exposure-reduction17 performed on another
vendor,

● Management should be notified and sign off on new cumulative-probability goals.

Remediation: if cybersecurity is found to be outsourced then require that cybersecurity be
internalized with a sufficient number of certified cybersecurity, audit/compliance employees. For
companies that will not internalize cybersecurity or will not increase headcounts to a level
deemed satisfactory by the TPRM team, consider exposure-reduction, avoidance, or dropping
another vendor or exposure-reduction for another vendor. Remember that third party data
breach risk is a cumulative-risk so reducing the risk from another vendor is a legitimate way to
meet cumulative-risk goals.

17 Exposure reduction reduces the impact, if a data breach were to happen. Examples of exposure reduction might
be anonymizing data, encrypting a database or reducing the amount of data that could be exposed.

16 How to Improve Third-Party Risk Management using Statistical Models, D. Hann & T. Lee
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For companies with 2,000 or more employees that do not have an audit/compliance specialist,
require obtaining such a specialist, either by hiring a new employee or by incentivising an
existing employee to get certified.

The contract: If an increase in cybersecurity, audit/compliance headcounts is agreed upon,
then the vendor should commit to maintain these higher levels, as well as maintaining higher
ratios, even as the vendor grows. No specific contract requirements will be needed for future
due-diligence since headcounts can be verified without the vendor’s assistance.

TPRM Effectiveness (KPIs): calculate effectiveness as the percent change in
cumulative-probability for small data breaches which results from remediation activities. The
change in cumulative-probability can be obtained from the up-dated version of the On-demand
Report from VivoSecurity that includes the changes to certification headcounts or consulting
hours required in the contract (see column-7 in the table for Vendor-M example below). The
percent change to cumulative-probabilities should then be summed across all new vendors with
executed contracts.

Example, Addressing a midsized vendor’s culture weakness

Step-1, PII-Threshold met, Step-2 Report Requested.
A company that has already been assessed for cumulative risk, is considering a new vendor,
Vendor-M to host a SaaS application. The TPRM team reached out to the department that is
sponsoring Vendor-S and discovered that the vendor would have access to PII data for
10-million people. The TPRM team also learned that exposure-reduction would be a costly
process to implement. Management’s PII-Threshold is 500 records over 2-years, so the TPRM
cybersecurity expert requested an On-demand Report from VivoSecurity. VivoSecurity
required only the vendor’s name.

Step-3, Internal Cybersecurity
Data for Vendor-M was collected without the help or knowledge of Vendor-M and the report
showed that Vendor-M had about 1,500-employees, with 1-CISSP and 0-CISA certified
employees. Vendor-M website shows they have Soc 2 type-2 and they also have a NIST CSF
assessment and an ISO 27001/2.

Step-4, Peer Comparisons
The bubble chart below, which was included in the On-demand Report, shows the frequency of
data breach among companies of similar size, including Vendor-M. Increased fraction of
experienced and certified-trained cybersecurity employees is indicated by increased circle sizes.
Decreased fraction of experienced and certified-trained audit/compliance employees is indicated
by darker circle colors. Probability for data breach affecting 10-thousand people is indicated on
the Y-axis, with low probability at the top of the axis, high probability at the bottom of the axis. It
should be noted that if probability is once in one-thousand, it should be understood to mean that
a data breach would occur every year among 1000 similar companies, or once in ten-years
among 100 similar companies,
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The graph shows Vendor-M to be
among the highest risk
companies, with a 1%18 annual
probability for a data breach
affecting 10,000 people.

Step-5, Evaluating Culture
Many companies that are smaller
have a larger cybersecurity team
and most companies the size of
Vendor-M have at least one
CISA certified employee.

Considering that Vendor-M had
no CISA certified employees, the
TPRM team will require a CISA
certified employee. Remember,
CISA certified employees are just
as effective at reducing probability for PII data breaches as CISSP certified employees.

It may seem hard to convince a vendor to obtain a CISA certified employee, but when
confronted with a peer comparison that
shows they have one of the weakest
cybersecurity headcounts, when you
explain that they will represent 33% of your
cumulative-probability for a data breach
affecting 10K people because of their
weak security (see table below), and
knowing other customers may be similarly
worried, Vendor-M may budget for a CISA
– just to support sales.

But the TPRM team is not requiring that
Vendor-M hire a new employee, they could
just as well incentivize an existing
employee to obtain their CISA certification,
which is a much easier certification to
obtain than the very technical CISSP.
Likely an existing employee will jump at
the opportunity, and likely Vendor-M may
even have training budgets to support the certification.

Some TPRM teams might be inclined to also specify requirements around reporting structure.
For example, require that the CISA report to someone in the C-suit, but not report to the CIO, or
CISO – two groups that are important to audit. Since vendors might resent micromanaging their
org-chart, the same goal might be accomplished by requiring reporting of major compliance

18 1% annual probability is the same as once in 100-years, on average.
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incidents. Contract negotiations should then cover what constitutes a reportable compliance
incident.

Remediation: Hire one CISA certified employee, or have an existing employee obtain a CISA
certification.

Contract: Require a CISA certified employee within the next 6-months. Maintain at least one
CISSP certified employee and one CISA certified employee, during the period of the contract.
Vendor-M must provide notification if there is a change to the employment status of the CISSP
or CISA certified employees. Vendor-M must provide notification of any major non-compliance
incidents within 30 days. Verification of data purge is required upon contract termination.

TPRM Effectiveness (KPIs): Generating On-demand Report for Vendor-M was a two step
process. In the second step, the TPRM team notified VivoSecurity that the contract would
require one CISA certified employee. The updated On-demand Report therefore included the
table below, which shows the value of remediation for Vendor-M and can be used as a more
meaningful Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for the TPRM team.

Following is a description of the table and how it can be used to measure the value of
remediation.

Column-1 shows that Vendor-M was evaluated at two data breach sizes: 10,000 and 100,000
people affected. These sizes were chosen because they are larger than the number of
employees for Vendor-M and more likely to be the vendor’s customer’s data. Smaller data
breaches were not considered since the most likely small data breach for Vendor-M is simply an
exposure of their internal HR records. The table does not include larger data breach sizes
because cumulative-probability tends to be dominated by much larger companies and the
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percent contribution for Vendor-M would not be significant. Indeed, the report shows that
Vendor-M would represent a minor portion of cumulative-probability at 100,000 people affected.

Column-2 shows that the company's current cumulative-probability without Vendor-M is 1.6%
and 8% for 10,000 and 100,000 people affected, respectively19. This was calculated by simply
summing the probabilities across vendors that could expose the companies PII data.
VivoSecurity had this information from a previous assessment of all vendors that could expose
an amount of PII data over the PII-Threshold.

Column-3 shows that the probability for Vendor-M, without any remediation, is 0.8% and 0.35%.
At first this might seem very good, but these probabilities must be added to the companies
current cumulative-probability in column-2. Column-5 shows that this new
cumulative-probability would be 2.4% and 8.35% – which is a substantial increase in
cumulative-probability for a data breach affecting 10,000 people. In fact, Vendor-M by itself,
would represent 33% of the cumulative-probability (33% = 0.8%/2.4%) for this data breach size.

After due-diligence, the TPRM team recommended one CISA certified employee. Column-4
shows the value of the employee: the probability for Vendor-M becomes 0.29% and 0.11%.
Column-6 shows that when this new probability is added, cumulative-probability increases to a
more acceptable 1.89% and 8.11%. Column-7 shows that the TPRM team's efforts have
therefore resulted in a 27% and 3% reduction in cumulative-probability over what it would have
been without their efforts (27% = (2.4% - 1.89%) / 1.89%).

These percentages for Vendor-M can be summed across all vendors on-boarded within a period
of time and reported as a more meaningful measure of the TPRM value per quarter

Cumulative-Risk: The company chose industry median cumulative-risk goals. Even with
Vendor-M obtaining an additional CISA certified employee, Vendor-M will cause the company to
fail to meet their goals. Cumulative-risk goals were decided by a committee as described in our
earlier white paper. In many companies and in this company, this committee meets every week
to consider all third party risks, from all vendors that are being considered or revisited as part of
on-going due-diligence. The TPRM team manager obtained approval to on-board Vendor-M,
and temporarily exceed cumulative-risk goals, but with a commitment to reduce cumulative-risk
goals through exposure-reduction with another vendor. The CFO is part of the committee and
approved a small budget to implement the exposure-reduction.

Vendors with more than 5,000 Employees
For companies over 5-thousand employees,
100% have internal cybersecurity teams and
most have audit/compliance teams20.

For these large companies, due-diligence will
be focused on peer comparisons and
meeting cumulative-risk goals.

20 Source of data is VivoSecurity.

19 The reason cumulative-probability is so high at 100,000 people affected is because there are more
vendors, mostly large vendors, with higher probabilities that contribute at that data breach size.
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Steps Activities

1 Determine that the vendor will have the potential to expose an amount of PII that is over
some predetermined threshold (PII-Threshold). This threshold should be determined in
consultation with management. An example threshold might be PII records for 500
people or more.

Consider if exposure-reduction can be achieved at low-cost and weigh this cost against
the cost of due-diligence which includes: 1) the initial due-diligence, 2) periodic
reassessments, 3) contract negotiations and enforcement, and 4) ensuring that data is
purged when the vendor contract is terminated.

2 If the number of PII records is over the PII-Threshold and exposure-reduction is not an
initial option, submit the vendor name and URL to obtain an On-demand Report (see
details above and example in the Appendix) from VivoSecurity.

Evaluating Security

3 If the vendor has no CISSP, consider that the vendor presents too much risk. Consider
that exposure reduction is the only option unless the vendor is willing to address its
cybersecurity with increasing the number of trained and experienced people at a level
deemed acceptable by the TPRM team.

4 If the vendor has an internal cybersecurity team, perform peer comparisons to evaluate
the vendor's security. When comparing with peers, consider data breach sizes larger
than the vendor. If the vendor has a weak cybersecurity compared with peers as judged
by probability for PII data breach and will not consider increasing cybersecurity
audit/compliance headcount, the vendor presents too much risk. Consider that
exposure-reduction is the only option.

Evaluating Culture

5 Empirical regression modeling finds that audit/compliance certified employees are just as
effective at reducing probability for data breach as cybersecurity employees. This makes
sense, since many data breaches are caused by employees not following policies and
procedures, or by a lack of policies and procedures. We interpret the presence of
audit/compliance certified employees as a measure of management's desire to have and
follow good policies and procedures.

If the vendor has no certified audit/compliance specialists, consider that the vendor
presents too much risk. Consider that exposure reduction is the only option unless the
vendor is willing to address its weak audit/compliance posture by increasing the number
of trained and experienced people at a level deemed acceptable by the TPRM team.

Evaluating Cumulative-Risk

6 Management should decide the cumulative-probability of data breach that is acceptable.
These cumulative-probability goals should be decided by data breach size and
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documented. We describe this process in our previous white paper21. Meeting these
cumulative-probability goals will be an important consideration for companies in this size
range.

The effect of this potential vendor on maintaining these cumulative-probability goals
should be evaluated using data breach sizes larger than the number of employees for
the vendor. For example, 100K, 1M and 10M people affected should be considered for a
vendor with 20,000 employees. The On-demand Report will include the new
cumulative-probability forecasts which include this potential vendor.

A revised On-demand Report should be requested if there is new information from
due-diligence found in step 3 and 5 above, or if there will be headcount changes agreed
upon in the contract.

The revised On-demand Report will then reflect the revised effect on
cumulative-probability. For example, if due-diligence reveals that the company does
have on-going internal cybersecurity and the person has experience equivalent to a
CISSP certification, then a revised On-demand Report should be requested with one
CISSP headcount.

If the changes are from remediation, or exposure reduction, the revised On-demand
Report will also show the change in probability and cumulative-probability as a result,
which can be used for KPIs as explained below (see column-6 in the table for Vendor-L
example below).

If the cumulative-probability goals cannot be met, either:

● Some kind of exposure-reduction should be required for this vendor, which reduces
the amount of data that could be exposed to below the PII-Threshold in step-1,

● Another vendor should be dropped or exposure-reduction22 performed on another
vendor,

● Management should be notified and sign off on new cumulative-probability goals.

Remediation: An increase in cybersecurity, audit/compliance headcounts, dropping another
vendor, or exposure-reduction such as anonymizing data, or encryption, or reducing the amount
of data exposed.

The contract: If an increase in cybersecurity, audit/compliance headcounts is agreed upon,
then the vendor should commit itself to maintain these higher levels, as well as maintaining
higher ratios, as the vendor grows. No specific contract requirements will be needed for future
due-diligence since headcounts can be verified with a new On-demand Report. Verification of
data purge is required upon contract termination.

TPRM Effectiveness (KPIs): calculate effectiveness as the percent change in
cumulative-probability for small data breaches which results from remediation activities. The

22 Exposure reduction reduces the impact, if a data breach were to happen. Examples of exposure reduction might
be anonymizing data, encrypting a database or reducing the amount of data that could be exposed.

21 How to Improve Third-Party Risk Management using Statistical Models, D. Hann & T. Lee
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change in cumulative-probability can be obtained from the up-dated version of the On-demand
Report from VivoSecurity that includes the changes to certification headcounts or consulting
hours required in the contract (see column-7 in the table for Vendor-L example below). The
percent change to cumulative-probabilities should then be summed across all new vendors with
executed contracts.

Example, Assessing & addressing the risk from a very large vendor

Step-1, PII-Threshold met, Step-2 Report
Requested.
Vendor-L is being considered for IaaS, to
host a database. The database would hold
data on 10-million people. Management’s
PII-Threshold is 500 records over 2-years,
so VivoSecurity prepared an On-demand
Report requiring only the vendor’s name.

Step-3, Internal Cybersecurity
The On-demand Report shows that
Vendor-L has about 40,000 employees, with
75-CISSP, 15-CISA certified employees.
Vendor-L’s website shows a strong SOC 2
assessment, ISO 27001/2 and apparently
mature cybersecurity. But a peer
comparison finds that Vendor-L is below
average for the probability for PII data
breach among companies of similar size.

The bubble chart, which was included in the On-demand Report, shows the frequency of data
breach among companies of similar size,
including Vendor-L. Increased fraction of
experienced and certified-trained
cybersecurity employees is indicated by
increased circle sizes. Decreased fraction
of experienced and certified-trained
audit/compliance employees is indicated
by darker circle colors. Probability for data
breach affecting 1-Million people is
indicated on the Y-axis, with low probability
at the top of the axis, high probability at the
bottom of the axis. It should be noted that if
probability is once in one-thousand, it
should be understood to mean that a data
breach would occur every year among
1000 similar companies, or once in ten-years among 100 similar companies,
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Step-4, Peer Comparisons, Step-5 Evaluating Culture
The bubble chart shows that Vendor-L to be among the highest risk companies, with a 3%23

annual probability for a data breach affecting 1-Million people. The graph shows that many
companies that have a lower probability have larger audit/compliance headcounts.

Step-6, Evaluating Cumulative-Risk
A vendor that would appear to have a mature cybersecurity would cause cumulative-risk goals
not to be met. If Vendor-L was onboarded with no remediation, it would cause cumulative-risk to
nearly double for larger data breach sizes (see column-5 in the table below) – and the vendor is
too large to expect any changes to its cybersecurity.

Vendor-L demonstrates that if your company wants to reduce third-party data breach, it is
important to measure the cumulative-risk even for large vendors with mature cybersecurity.

The TPRM team recommends either:

● Revising cumulative-risk goals
● Considering a different vendor
● Exposure-reduction by encrypting the database that will be hosted with Vendor-L

Management chose exposure-reduction. Costs associated with running an encrypted database
will be borne by the department that owns the application that will use the database.

Remediation: Work with the database owner to budget for and implement encryption.

Contract: No requirements related to cybersecurity.

TPRM Effectiveness (KPIs): In this example, the On-demand Report for Vendor-L was just a
one step process. The initial On-demand Report included the table below, which shows the
value of remediation if the risk from Vendor-L was completely eliminated through
exposure-reduction, and can be used as a more meaningful Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for
the TPRM team.

Following is a description of the table and how it can be used to measure the value of
remediation.

23 3% annual probability is the same as once in 33-years, on average.
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Column-1 shows that Vendor-L was evaluated at four data breach sizes: 100K, 1M, 10M and
100M people affected. These sizes were chosen because they are larger than the number of
employees for Vendor-L and more likely to be the vendor’s customer’s data. Smaller data
breaches were not considered since the most likely smaller data breach for Vendor-L is simply
an exposure of their internal HR records.

Column-2 shows that the company's current cumulative-probability without Vendor-L is 8%, 2%
0.3% and 0.04% for 100K, 1M, 10M and 100M people affected, respectively. This was
calculated by simply summing the probabilities across vendors that could expose the companies
PII data. VivoSecurity had this information from a previous assessment of all vendors that could
expose an amount of PII data over the PII-Threshold.

Column-3 shows that the probability for Vendor-L, without any remediation, is 8.7%, 3% 0.4%
and 0.08%. Without any remediation, these probabilities should be added to the current
cumulative-probabilities if Vendor-L is onboarded. Column-5 shows that this new
cumulative-probability would be 16.7%, 5%, 0.7% and 0.12% – which is a substantial increase
in cumulative-probability. In fact, Vendor-L by itself, would represent more than 52% of the
cumulative-probability for a data breach affecting 100K people (see percentages in blue).

The On-demand Report is often a two step process, but in the first step the table above is
generated assuming due-diligence will result in complete exposure-reduction and column-4
shows probabilities of zero assuming complete exposure-reduction. Column-6 shows these
zero probabilities added to the current cumulative-probabilities (column-2) and of course
Vendor-L will represent 0% of the cumulative-probabilities with complete exposure-reduction
(see percentages in blue).
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Column-7 shows that the TPRM team's efforts have therefore resulted in a 109%, 150%, 133%
and 200% improvement in cumulative-risk over what it would have been without their
due-diligence and remediation (109%=(16.7%-8%)/8%). In this example, remediation was
directed internally, requiring encryption of the database that will be hosted with Vendor-L

These percentages for Vendor-L can be summed across all vendors on-boarded within a period
of time and reported as a more meaningful measure of the TPRM value.

Cumulative-Risk: Vendor-L would have doubled cumulative-risk without exposure-reduction,
causing cumulative-risk goals not to be met. With exposure-reduction cumulative-risk was
unchanged and cumulative-risk goals were met.
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Appendix

Glossary
Exposure-reduction Activities to reduce the impact if a data breach were to occur.

Examples include reducing the amount of data that the vendor
has access to, anonymizing data, encrypting a database that
resides on the vendor’s servers

Avoidance Reduce cumulative-probability by not using a vendor.

Cumulative-Probability Probability for a PII data breach across all vendors that could
expose PII data. Usually calculated by data breach size since
probability is a strong function of data breach size.

Cumulative-Risk Cumulative-probability across all data breach sizes.

Cumulative-Frequency The inverse of cumulative-probability.

Empirical regression model A statistical model where input factors (explanatory variables)
were discovered and not based upon theory or assumptions.

PII Any kind of non-public Personal Identifiable Information that
would trigger various state and federal reporting requirements.
Non-public PII includes CHD (card holder data), PHI (protected
health information) and PFI (personal financial data).

PII-Threshold A maximum amount of PII, below which the vendor will not be
included in cumulative-risk calculations. This maximum
threshold should be set by management.

Remediation The process of addressing issues found during vendor
due-diligence.
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Example, On-Demand Single Vendor Report
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Model Accuracy
Accuracy of the model itself can be established by extending the analysis to all of your vendors,
including ones that cannot expose your data. With a large pool of vendors, the history of data
breaches often matches the future forecast, and this can give you a notion of accuracy. Also,
across a large pool of vendors, the future frequency of data breach is often high, for example 5
data breaches per year, allowing a shorter period of time to further test the accuracy of the
model.

Model accuracy can also be established at the time of model development. One way to judge
model accuracy is the proportion of all companies that account for 50% of data breaches. An
inaccurate model (the null model) would predict that 50% of data breaches would occur among
50% of all companies. A perfect model that could identify the very companies that will
experience a data breach next year would identify 0.04% of companies that will account for 50%
of data breaches. Our empirical regression model which is based upon headcounts, can identify
0.4% of companies that will account for 50% of data breaches.

Example Qualifications and Consulting Hours
Other certifications or experience considered equivalent or better than CISSP

● Five or more years of experience working as a cybersecurity professional
● Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)

Table-1, Example minimum CISSP consulting time for companies that have outsourced
cybersecurity. Hours are based upon the average CISSP headcount for companies with 2000
employees. The source of data is VivoSecurity.

Number of
Employees

Hours per
week

50 6

100 12

150 18

200 24

250 30

300 36

350 42

400 48
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